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"_ DISCLAIMER m
-c_

_ This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored-by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their _< .

# employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- _- ..a
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 00_
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned fights. Refer- _ O_

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, __, ..a
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agency thereof.
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FOREWORD

Concern for the environment, in addition to Federal regulation, mandate the replacement of
hazardous solvents with safer cleaning agents. Manufacturers are working to produce these replacement

. solvents. As these products are developed, potential users need to be informed of their availability.

To promote the use of these new products instead of traditional solvents, the Idaho National

Engineering Laboratory (INEL) has developed the Hazardous Solvent Substitution Data System (HSSDS).
The HSSDS provides a comprehensive system of information on alternatives to hazardous solvents and
related subjects, and it makes that information available to solvent users, industrial hygienists, and process
engineers.

The HSSDS uses TOPIC ®, a text retrieval system produced by Verity, Inc., to allow a user to
search for information on a particular subject. TOPIC ® produces a listing of the retrieved documents and
allows the user to examine the documents individually and to use the information contained in them.

This reference manual does not replace the comprehensive TOPIC ® user documentation (available

from Verity, Inc.), or the HSSDS Tutorial (available from the INEL). The purpose of this reference
manual is to provide enough instruction on TOPIC ® so the user may begin accessing the data contained
in the HSSDS.
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Hazardous Solvent Substitution
' Data System Reference Manual

1. INTRODUCTION
,o

Successfully replacing hazardous chemicals with less hazardous chemicals is important to
preserving our environment and to maintaining a viable business. However, most people are not familiar
with the many new products that are available. Furthermore, because these products are relatively ncw
to the market, few persons have practical experience with which product works best in a particular
situation. For example, it is common knowledge that gasoline is a fairly effective degreaser, but few
people know that there are other products available that are just as good, less toxic, and more
environmentally friendly. The purpose of the Hazardous Solvent Substitution Data System (HSSDS) is
to make available product information, Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS's), anecdotal data, and similar
information on these less hazardous chemicals. With a little practice any user can get HSSDS to "read" i

the data and display only those documents that pertain to the current need. The HSSDS does this using
a software package called TOPIC®.

Product information from researchers and manufacturers was scanned into the host computer
system and checked for completeness. Using TOPIC® data base administrator tools, all the words in
every document were indexed to allow for rapid searches.

TOPIC® allows the user to create a query (a set of search criteria) consisting of words and
phrases associated with the information sought. The query is then run against the documentation stored
in the system. TOPIC® retrieves all documents that meet the search criteria and ranks them according
to probable relevance.

Currently HSSDS includes data primarily on solvents. The system will eventually incorporate
information on refrigerants, lubricants, and other chemical substances used in manufacturing and
maintenance operations. User suggestions are welcomed. Please use the HSSDS Data Correction/
Suggestion Form (Appendix A).

If you find an error in any data (typos, inaccuracies, questionable statements), or if you have
material or information you feel may be of value to others, please send a copy of the HSSDS Data
Correction/Suggestion Form (Appendix A) or the Usage Data Form (Appendix B) to

Nolan Stucki, MS 3950
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3950

(208) 526-8096.

If you have technical questions regarding how to access HSSDS or how to retrieve data, please
contact HSSDS Technical Support by calling Kevin Twitchell at (208) 526-6956.



2. ACCESSING HSSDS

To gain access to HSSDS, call Nolan Stucki (telephone number and address on page 1) and
request the HSSDS information packet. The packet will guide you through required paperwork and initial
access instructions. Once your paperwork has been processed, you will receive your user ID, Internet
address, modem telephone number etc. "

Figure 4 and Figure 5 in Appendix C show some of the configurations that can be used to access
HSSDS. The system can be accessed by other platforms that are not listed. Requests for access on non-
listed plattbrms will be handled on an individual basis.

2.1 Type of User

Two types of users may access HSSDS: INEL personnel and non-INEL personnel. INEL
personnel includes all persons reporting, directly or indirectly, to the DOE-Idaho Field Office. Non-
INEL personnel includes all others. For both INEL and non-lNEL personnel, all applicable forms will
be included in the HSSDS information packet.

2.2 Method of Communication

You may choose to access HSSDS via a network (Internet) or a modem. Regardless of which
you select, you are responsible for obtaining and installing hardware and software that is compatible with
HSSDS. When you make your initial call to request access, a technical consultant will help you

' determine what you need to be compatible.

2.3 Type of Interface

There are two interfaces through which HSSDS may be accessed: window-based and character-
based. The windows-based interface is somewhat faster, allows you to view images of documents, and
is easier to use. For a windows-based interface, you will need an X-terminal emulation package (PC-
Xview, X-Vision, DESQview/X, Mac-X, etc.) with whatever supporting software is required, or an X-
terminal. When h_ggingon, be sure to provide the following data in the clie=Jtcommand line:

xtopic -display < your internet address > '0

The character-based interface provides the same quality of information and requires less software,
but it does not permit you to view images. For a character-based interface, you must have a character
terminal or emulator package, and communications hardware and software appropriate to the method of
communication and the terminal or emulator. When logging on, be sure to specify a VT100 terminal or
other VT-series terminal.

Depending on the interface you have chosen (which is determined by your hardware and
software), you may wish to refer to either Section 3 on the windows interface or Section 4 on the
character interface.



3. THE WINDOWS INTERFACE i

, Windows applications have become very popular, in part because all screens in all applications
have approximately the same layout, making it easier for a first-time user to learn a new application. If
you are not familiar with windowing applications and are using access options 1 or 2 from Figure 4 or

. Figure 5, you may find the following discussions, definitions, and descriptions useful. If the windows
terminology is unfamiliar, please consult the Windows Glossary in Appendix D.

NOTE: Your windows may be slightly different from what is described. All windows
are not exactly alike. For the best results, start up HSSDS and continue reading while
a window is displayed on your screen.

3.1 The Windows Concept

A window is a picture that appears on your screen and allows you to enter or view commands
and data. It may or may not fill up the entire monitor screen. If it does not, you may see parts of other
windows behind the one that is currently active. The active window is the one with the highlighted title
bar.

Windowing applications are designed to utilize a mouse. They also use icons to represent some
commands. To make a selection or execute a command, position the mouse indicator on the appropriate
icon and click the left mouse button once or twice (i.e., single-click or double-click).

Executing a command will frequently result in another window being displayed on top of the one
from which you executed the command. Typically, these multiple windows are arranged'in a cascading
effect. This can give the screen a rather cluttered appearance and may make it difficult to locate the
active window. As you become more comfortable with the windows interface, this will be less of a
hindrance.

3.2 Typical Window Layout

All windows (except menus from which you pick an item) have the same basic layout.
Regardless of the application, a title bar (line with a title on it and symbols at each end) appears across
the top of the window. If there is more information than can be shown in the window, scroll bars are
provided as necessary down the right-hand side of the window for moving up and down and across the
bottom of the window tbr moving right and left. The actual look of these may vary somewhat from
machine to machine, but they function the same.

If you move the mouse, notice that the mouse indicator (a large, bolded X or an arrow in some
applications) moves. The mouse indicator is used to "point" at commands, icons, or portions of the
screen to provide instructions.

When the mouse indicator gets to the border of a window, it changes to indicate that you may
t,

change the dimensions of that window. To change the size of the window, hold down the left mouse
• button and move the mouse up and down or right and left (depending on whether you are moving a

horizontal or a vertical edge), When you release the left mouse button, the window is redrawn to fit the



new dimensions. You can change the horizontal andvertical dimensions simultaneously if you initially
move the mouse indicatorto a corner.

i

Move the mouse indicator up to thBtitle bar. If you hold down the left mouse button and move
the mouse, you can change the location of the window. Note that if the window fills the entire screen
its location cannot be changed.

A window can be toggled between full screen size and its current size. Single-click on the right-
most button on the title bar. This minimizes the current window into an icon in the bottom left corner
of the screen. Double-clicking this icon restores the window.

Just below the title bar is the menu bar. Some of the menu options for HSSDS will be discussed
in Sections 5, 6, and 7.2.



4. THE CHARACTER-BASED INTERFACE

. Although the format of the screens in character- and windows-based TOPIC® is very similar, if
you are using the character-based TOPIC* there are a few differences in operation. Figure 1 lists the
key strokes used to perform functions that the mouse would do in a windowing environment. If you are

. using a terminal emulation package, your keyboard mapping may vary somewhat from the table. Please
consult the documentation for the package you are using or ask your local computer support person for
assistance in determining the keyboard mapping for your system. One column on the table has been
resewed for your notes.

Character-based TOPIC®is slower than its windows counterpart. If you are an average or better
typist, you will frequently have typed one or more words for a query before any of those words have
been echoed to the screea:

In addition, if you are using a PC keyboard with a terminal emulation package rather than an
actual terminal, some keys wil_occ_ionally cause TOPIC® to think you wish to exit. If the exit screen
appears asking if you want to :_aveor discard changes, and you are not ready to quit, use the Tab key
to position on < Cancel> and p_'ess < Enter >, or just press < Esc >, and continue. Please report the
problem to HSSDS Technical Support (see page 1).

4.1 Typical Screen Layout

The main TOPIC®screen has a title bar (line with a title on it) across the top of the screen. Just
below the title bar is the menu bar. Some of the menu options for HSSDS will be discussed in Sections
5, 6, and 7.2.
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Keyboard Navigation

VT terminal emulation

using FTP PC/TCP _ VTIO0 emulation VT320 & VT420
version 2.05 on INEL using Crosstalk XVI ® terminals on INEL

Function Ethernet I.AN and a modem Ethernet LAN Your Keyboard

Move cursor to menu bar Ctrl + \ Ctrl + \ Ctrl + \
Select menu item Highlight, press Enter Highlight, press Enter Highlight, press Return
Leave menu bar Esc or Ctrl + C Ctrl + C or Esc Ctri + C

Move cursor w/in window or menu Arrows Arrows Arrows

Execute a menu option Highlight, press Enter Highlight, press Enter Highlight, press Return

Move cursor w/in dialogue boxes Tab Tab Tab

Move cursor between window panes Tab Tab Tab

Delete characters in a query Backspace 1 Backspace 1 Backsp acet
Insert characters in a query Default condition Default condition Default condition

Execute a query and retrieve documents Enter or Ctrl + R Enter or Ctrl + R Return

Page up through results or text End Previous
Page down through results or text Page down Next

Move to beginning of items or text Insert Find
Move to end of items or text Delete Select

Highlight an item or retrieved document Arrows Arrows Arrows
Select item, toggle checkboxes Space bar Space bar Space bar

Open a document Enter or Ctrl + 0 Enter or Ctrl + 0 Ctrl + O
|

Close a document or window Esc or Ctrl + C Ctrl + C or Esc Ctrl + C

Exit TOPIC ® Ctrl + X Ctrl + X Ctrl + X

_Dependingon the emulationsoftware beingused, the backspacekey may delete the characterthe cursor is on rather than the characterto
the left of the cursor. If this is the case for your keyboard mapping, try using Ctrl + H to backspace. For Crosstalk XVI®, try using Ctrl
+ Backspace.

Figure 1. TOPIC ® keyboard navigation with various keyboards for both INEL and non-INEL users.
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5. USING TOPIC®
e

The following is a brief discussion of how to use TOPIC®. More detailed data can be found in
It

the TOPIC ® reference manuals. Where instructions differ between the windows-based TOPIC= and the

character-based TOPIC®, they will be shown in two columns, separated by a vertical bar: windows on
. the left and character-based on the right.

5.1 Creating a Simple Query

You've successfully started up TOPIC® and now you want to locate some documents. Let's
suppose you need a solvent that is non-carcinogenic. This example will be used for the remainder of this
document.

Find the flashing I-beam; if you don't see Press <Tab> until the cursor is
it, position the mouse indicator in the box positioned in the query box under the
under the words "Enter words and words "Enter words and phrases,
phrases, separated by commas:" and separated by commas:." Type non-
single-click. Type non-carcinogenic and carcinogenic and press < Enter >.
press <Enter> (or single-click on the
Retrieve button). The mouse indicator
will change to an hour glass to let you
know that your request is being processed.

Notice that no documents are found! This is because punctuation marks (the hyphen) are not indexed.
Search for non carcinogenic instead. When all the documents have been found, the list of titles will be
displayed on the bottom half of the window.

NOTE: The EG&G Idaho standard spelling for words like non-carcinogenic is noncarcinogenic,
leaving out the hyphen. Currently, none of the documents in HSSDS use this second spelling.

5.2 Interpreting the Results

When the results are returned, you'll notice that there is a "Retrieved" line below the query box.
The number of documents found and the total number of documents that exist is shown here.

The following headings appear from left to right above the found documents'

• Score -- This number is calculated using a proprietary method developed by Verity, Inc.,
to give you an idea of the likelihood that a particular document will actually contain
information relevant to your query. It is also useful for comparing the relevance of one
document to another. IT INDICATES NOTHING ABOUT THE QUALITY OF A
PRODUCT. Documents are listed in order from highest to lowest score.

• ProdName -- Name of the product.

• CompName -- Name of the company that manufactures the product.

7



5.2.1 Document Types
I

a

TOPIC®can search many difference sources for information. A source is simply a collection of
closely related data. Currently, HSSDS has available the following difference sources:

Prodlnfo -- Product information.
ChemList - Chemical lists - the chemical makeup of products where this information

is available.
Misc -- Miscellaneous, including journal articles of interest
Usage -- Anecdotal/lessons learned data of actual use of a product in real

situations.
Toxicol -- Toxicological studies on a product, including Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) toxicity report._.
Biodgrad -- Biodegradability information on a product.

Product information (Prodlnfo) is the default source for HSSDS. To change the source,

Select Query from the menu bar and Press <Ctrl/backslash> to move to the
select Choose Sources to display the list menu bar. Press <Q> to activate the
of sources. To add a source to the current Query menu. Press <U> to select
repertoire, single-click on the item you Choose Sources. To add a source to the
wish to add. You also single-click on a current repertoire, position the cursor on
source if you wish to remove it: single- the desired source and press the space
clicking on the source acts as a toggle bar. The space bar is also used to
between include and exclude, deselect a source: it is a toggle between

include and exclude. Press .<Enter>
when you are satisfied with the sources.

Note that selecting more than one source, you may search several sources at the same time.

5.3 Viewing a Document

To view a document,

Position the mouse indicator on the line If the cursor is not in the results list

containing the document you wish to view window, press <Tab> to position it
and double-click, there. Use the arrow keys to highlight the

document you wish to view. Press
The indicator will change to an hour-glass < Enter >.
and the first page of the document will be
displayed. Notice that the title bar and
scroll bar of the new window are almost
identical to the previous window.

1,



Each document has a standard header consisting of the product name, company name, product
number (generated and tracked by the EG&G Idaho Pollution Prevention Unit), date of the last update

' to the information, and the type 3f document.
m

The header section may be followed by a section listing additional sources of information,
including MSDS's, chemical lists, usage data, and toxicology studies. )

If you are using a windows-based TOPIC®, you may want to look at the scanned images of the
MSDS (indicated by [M###-##A] where # represents any digit) and the product information sheets
(indicated by [P###-##A] where # represents any digit). Although graphs, figures, and tables from
original product information documents are read by tl. scanner, the optical character recognition (OCR)
software does not put them into the text .files. To view an image, double-click on the image icon.

Most product information documents will also be linked to their chemical list (indicated by
[CL###S] where # represents any digit) and anecdotal usage data (indicated by [U###S] where #
represents any digit). DJuble-click on the icon of the data you wish to view.

If you are viewing a document from your results list and wish to move to the next or previous
document in the list,

Single-click on Navigate on the menu bar Press < Ctrl/backslash > to move to the
and select either Next Document or menu bar. Press <N> to activate the
Previous Document. Navigate menu. Press < D > to view the

next document in the results list, <0>
to view the previous.

If you are viewing a document from your results list and wish to quickly locate the words that
caused TOPIC®to select that document,

Single-click on Navigate on the menu bar Press < Ctrl/backslash > to move to the
and select Next Highlight or Previous menu bar. Press <N> to activate the
Highlight. Navigate menu. Press < H > to view the

next highlighted word, < E> to view the
previous.

To locate text,

Single-click on Navigate on the menu bar Press < Ctrl/backslash > to move to the
and select Find Text. Type the character menu bar. Press <N> to activate the
string (a portion of a word, or a phrase) Navigate menu. Press < F>. Type the

. you wish to find, and single-click on the character string (portion of a word or a
Find Next or Find Previous button, phrase) you wish to find, and press
When finished, single-click on the Dismiss < Enter >.
button.

NOTE: Do not use wildcard characters ("?" and "*") in the search string of a Find Text operation.



When you are finished with the document,

Close it by clicking on the document Close it by pressing <Ctrl/C>.
window's File menu and selecting Close.

,B

Please note that the operation of scanning documents into HSSDS is not 100% accurate. For
example, where temperatures are specified, the scanner sometimes interprets the degree symbol
(superscript O) as a zero. Thus 100*F may become 1000F. Looking at the image of the original
document can clarify the text in these cases. Please report all errors using the HSSDS Data
Correction/Suggestion Form in Appendix A.

5.4 Operators and TOPIC® Terminology

In your search for a product that is non-carcinogenic, you queried on a single phrase and probably
did not get all the products that are non-carcinogenic. To ensure that you get all the documents, you
could query on the word carcinogen, but this would give you more documents than you really want
(finding carcinogenic as well as non-carcinogenic products). You could have used the phrase not a
caccinogen in addition to non carcinogen, but this still would have left out several of the documents you
may want.

You could have TOPIC® search on not a cancer causing agent and contains no carcinogens, but
the person who composed the document for a particular product may have written "Product XXX is not
considered a carcinogen" or some other variation on the theme. Clearly, you cannot hope to guess the
exact wording of every document which meets your criteria, but you can still form a query that will
retrieve most or all of the information you need and none of the data you do not want.

To refine your query, you need to understand the meaning of the following terms and operators.
These are arranged approximately in order from simplest to most complex. Note that there are several
terms whose meanings vary somewhat from customary usage.

TOPIC® -- When spelled with all upper-case letters, this indicates the name of the software
product being used.

Word -- A word is sometimes referred to as a literal word and is enclosed in double-quotation
marks. TOPIC® searches tbr an exact match with no variations as in stem.

Stem -- Stem is the default for entering terms and is similar to the concept of a root word. If you
enter clean, TOPIC®searches for clean, cleans, cleaned, and cleaning.

Phrase -- A phrase may be any combination of stems and words, but may not include topics.

Query -- A simple query is a word, phrase, or a combination that defines some search criteria.

Topic -- A query that is judged to be of use to many people can be saved under a single term and
made available to all users. Topics are composed of words and phrases, and operators that define
the relationship between the words and phrases so that they describe a complete concept, subject,

10



or idea. For example, metal is defined as a topic: a query on metal will search for steel, copper,
silver, iron, gold, metal, aluminum, ferrous, and non ferrous.

• You are not restricted to a single term in your tlueries: queries ar_)frequently quite involved in
order to retrieve meaningful data. Terms (i.e., stems, words, phrases, and topics) in a query can be
connected by operators that include the following:

AND -- Both terms must be found somewhere in the document.

OR -- One or both of the terms must be found in the document.

, -- (Comma) Same as an OR but is scored (see Score in Section 5,2) differently than the OR.
The "," is the preferred operator in most situations.

NOT -- The converse of what follows, e.g., < NOT> carcinogenic would find only documents
that do not include the stem carcinogenic.

0 "" Group words and operators so that the query is carried out in a particular order. For
example, < NOT> (carcinogen < OR> grease) will find documents that contain neither the
word carcinogen nor the word grease. (<NOT> carcinogen) < OR> grease will find
documents that either do not contain the word carcinogen or that do contain the word grease.
A parenthetical grouping may be contained within another parenthetical grouping (i.e., you may
nest parentheses).

? -- A wildcard representing exactly one character. For example, no? could be nob, nod, nog,
non, nor, not, or now. No?l could be Noel or nell.

• -- A wildcard representing zero or more characters. For example, no* could be any of the
words listed in the previous entry plus numerous others: nowhere, notwithstanding, Nottingham,
no, etC.

< sentence> -- Two terms joined by this operator must be found in the same sentence.

< case> -- Case-sensitive search for the term. For example, a search on carcinogen will find
carcinogen, Carcinogen, CARCINOGEN, and randomly mixed-case spelling. <CASE>
Carcinogen will find only Carcinogen.

< paragraph > -- Two terms joined by this operator must be tbund in the same paragraph.

< thesaurus > -- Search tbr the word indicated plus any synonyms of that word that are in the
TOPIC® thesaurus.

5.5 Refining the Approach
o

Now to build on our original query, begun in Section 5.1. We want solvents that are non-
carcinogenic. The following are several possible queries and a discussion of their results, Try them outt)

and note the differences in results.



non carcinogenic < OR> not carcinogenic -- Because not is a word that TOPIC® recognizes and
uses for a special purpose, this query will actually become non carcinogenic < OR> < NOT>
carcinogenic, This is probably not what you want. The query will find documents that contain ,,)

the phrase non carcinogen or that do not contain the word carcinogen. This would locate almost
all the documents. If you enclose not in quotation marks, TOPIC® will not interpret tt as an
operator. See next example.

non carcinogenic < OR> "not" carcinogenic -- This query is too narrow. It does not allow for
variations in wording such as not a carcinogen, no evidence that it is carcinogenic, or does not
cause cancer.

carcinogen* -- This query Is too broad, Although it will allow for most of the variations of the
previous entry, it will also allow phrases such as contains known carcinogens .- just the opposite
of what is needed.

non carcinogen* < OR> ('not" < SENTENCE> carcinogen*) < OR> ('not" <SENTENCE>
cancer*) -- This query will probably get you pretty close to what you actually want. This query
allows for three distinct wordings and several variations within each case.

non carcinogen* , ('not" <SENTENCE> carcinogen*) , ('not" <SENTENCE> cancer*)-
- This query is preferred over the previous entry because it uses the comma C,") rather than the
< OR>. This format will produce more valid scores.

(no* <SENTENCE> carcinogen*) , (no* <SENTENCE> cancer*) -- This query is a bit
broader than the previous two, yet will not retrieve unwanted data. This query will allow such
phrases as "contains no carcinogens," "non carcinogenic," and "None of the known carcinogens
are used in this product."

Remember, throughout this process you are trying to find information on products that will not
cause cancer in the person using them. However, TOPIC® is simply searching for words that fulfill the
criteria you specify. TOPIC®attaches no meaning or context to those words; therefore, it is essential
to examine what data you want. Initially it will take several attempts to refine your query to get just the
literature you want. As you become more comfortable with TOPIC® and get a better "feel" for what is
in HSSDS, you will be able to compose queries that will produce the desired data on the first or second
attempt.

Being able to find all the documents that meet the requirements of the last query is fine, but you
are still going to have quite a few documents. To avoid getting extra documents, you must be more
specific about how you ask tbr things. For example, do you want a non-carcinogenic degreaser tbr use
on plastic? Or on high-carbon steel? Must it also be non-flammable? What if the person who wrote a
document misspelled the word--carsinogenic? (Although an explanation of its use is beyond the scope
of this document, you might try the Soundex Assist tbr the misspelled word. Refer to a TOPIC®manual
or to the on-line help.)

You can use these additional conditions and situations to create a more specific query. Writing
good, detailed queries is not difficult, but it does take some thought!

o
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5.6 Additional Help

, TOPIC® Assists are a special type of on-line help designed to facilitate the creation of good
queries. They provide ideas for words to use, list topics that alreadyexist, and show what you'll get if
you use a wildcard.

t

Single-click on Query on the menu bar, Press <Ctrl/backslash> to move to the
Single click on Assists. This will bring menu bar, Press <Q> to activate the
up the topic assists. Single-click on Query menu. Select Assists. This will
Topics to get the complete list of assists, bring up the topic assists. Press < Tab >
The following bolded items are the more twice to get to the Topics button, then
commonly used of those assists: <Enter> to see the complete list of

assists, The following bolded items are
the more commonly used of those assists:

Topics -- Presents a list of already-createdtopics. A topic is a simple termthat representsmany
words and phrases that have been previously joined so that they represent a complete concept.
For example, if you do a search on metal (which is a topic), you will get documents that include
the words steel, copper, silver, iron, gold, metal, aluminum, ferrous, and non-ferrous.

When you first enter the assist, a list of existing topics is displayed.

Double-click on a topic to see its Use the tab key to position to the portion
. composition. Double-click on the topic of the window containing topic names.

again to recompose it. To see the other Position on a topic using the arrow keys,
assists available, single-click on the button and highlightthe desired topic by pressing
below the menu bar that says "Topics." the space bar. Press < Enter> to see the

composition of the highlighted topic.
Press < Enter> again to recompose it.

Words -- Contains a listing of all the words and numbers in all the documents in the HSSDS data
base. This is useful if you want to see if a word exists in any of the documents. For example,
the word uranium is not t'ound in this list, which means it is not included in any of the
documents.

Stems -- Looks for words that start with the same letters that you typed in. You may be more
familiar with the term "root word," which is the same general concept. The stems assists tells
you which variations of the root word TOPIC® will search for. For example, endings may
include "s," "es," "ed," and "ing" but not "er" and "est."

Thesauru_ -- Type the word for which you wish to find a synonym. When the word appears on)

the list,
o

' Double-click on the word to display a list Highlight a word and press < Enter> to
of synonyms for that word. display a list of synonyms for that word.

13



Wlldcard -- The word list from the Words Assist is displayed. Type the letters you wish to
match using an "*" to represent a multiple characterstring, and "?" to represent a single
character, Press < Enter>, Once the search is completed,

Double-click on your entry in the found Press < Enter> after typing in the word I

list. to search on.

This will display all the words matchingyour template. Do not use an "*" in the first position
of your search string.

Some of these options may seem very closely related, e.g., stems and wlldcards. Knowing when
and how to use each is a matter of experience. Try writing several variations of the same query using
different assists, using < OR> rather than ",", and grouping character strings and operators differently
using parentheses. For example, try the following queries:

non carcln* versus non < STEM> carcln

no* <SENTENCE> carcln* <OR> no* <SENTENCE> cancer* versus
no* <SENTENCE> carcln*, no* <SENTENCE> cancer*

(no* <SENTENCE> carcln*) <OR> (no* <SENTENCE> cancer*)versus
no* <SENTENCE> (carcin* <OR> no*) <SENTENCE> cancer*

The last query will generate an errormessage--it cannotbe done. The sentence operatorcannot
join complex terms such as those enclosed in parentheses,

5.7 Exiting TOPIC®

Single-click on File on the menu bar and Press < Ctrl/backslash > to move to the
select Exit. Several windows will appear menu bar. Press < F > to activate the
asking if you want to save your work, If File menu, Press < X > to exit. Several
you are certain you want to quit, etc. windows will appear asking if you want to
Single-click on the button that indicates save your work, if you are certain you
your preference, want to quit, etc. Uae the tab key to

select you preferences and press
< Enter>.

5.8 TroubleshootingUnderWindows

If portions of the screen are hard to read, minimize the window, then double-click on its icon.
If the window does not redraw itself completely, exit the system, Consider installing more memory.

TOPIC® may lock up for no apparentreason. This is probablydue to insufficient memory (see
Figures4 and5 for informationon memoryrequirements),If thishappens,minimizewhateverwindow
you are in, thendouble-clickon its icon, It"the windowdoesnot redrawItself completely,exit the
system. Considerinstallingmorememory.

14



ifyoutrytoviewanimageandarenotsuccessful,itmaybebecauseyoudidnotproperlyclose
thepreviousone.Closewhateverwindowsyouarenotactuallyusingandtryitagain.Ifyourmachine
locksupandnothinghappenswhenyouclickonanything,rebootyourmachine.

When youfirstenterthe HSSDS,sometimesthescreenwill beblankexceptfor a menubar.
Single-clickon File andthenon New Queryto opena querywindow. You may haveto repeatthis

' operationtwoor threetimes.

Anotherproblemariseswhen the systemdoesn'trespondto any command. Nothing gets
retrievedandyou can't view a document;youcan't eventypeanythingin the queryportionof the
window. Closeorminimizeyourwindows.Youmayhaveinadvertentlyselectedanotherwindowbefore
closingthepreviousone. It' thishappenstoomanytimes,TOPiC®runsoutof memory.Assistwindows
seemto beparticularlyproneto beingleft open.

-- " I -- -- I IIIII



6. CREATING A TOPIC

A well-designedtopicqueryis muchmorepowerfulthanthe simplequeriespresentedthus far,
It isalsomuchmorecomplex.Wewill introducethebasicsof constructingatopicbyturningoursimple
queryintoa topicquery, Thisisanadvancedsubjectarea,presentedto giveyouanideaof theflexibility
of TOPIC®, It is not necessary to understandthis chapter in order to use either TOPIC= or HSSDS.

6.1 Creating the Topic Tree or Outline

We've been looking for solvents that are non-carcinogenic, So far our query looks like this:

(no* < SENTENCE> carcinogen*) , (no* < SENTF.NCF.> cancer*)

This can be expanded to

(no* <SENTENCE> carcinogen*) , (no* <SENTENCE> cancer*),
(no* <SENTENCE> tumor*) , (no* <SEANCE> malign*)

The easiest way to createa topic is to type the query as you wouldnormally. If you are working

in the windows-based TOPIC®, you may select either a tree structureor an outline. If you are working
In the character-basedmode, only outlines are available. Once you have entere,d the query, enlarge the
query box.

There is an up/down scroll bar to the right Press < Ctrl/backslash> to move to th¢
of the query box. Just below that is menu bar. Press <W> 'to activate
another button. Position the mouse Windows menu. Select the Flip option to
indicator on that button so that the mouse change the size of the various parts of the
indicator changes to cross-hairs. Click screen. Repeated execution of Flip
and drag to enlarge the box. selects through the three available window

sizes.

When you start TOPIC® initially, you are in Simple Query mode. To create a topic from your
simple query, select the Query option from the menu bar, select Query Type, and then Topic Query.
Your query will be converted to a topic tree or topic outline (if in character mode). The default mode
of operation in TOPIC® is whatever mode you were in the last time you used TOPIC®,

6.2 Definitions

Befi_reyou can begin editing your topic, you should be familiar with the following terms.

Node -- An individual entry on the topic tree or outline.

Root -- The very first node of the treeorthefirstitem in the outline. On a topic tree, this is the
node at the far left of the tree.

Child -- A node branching off from a node closer to the root.
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Parent-- A node that has at least one child, The root node has children but no parent.

' Siblings -- Two nodes that have the same parent.

Leaf-- A node that has a parent but no children.

" Topic Handle -- Solid, black diamond to the left of the topic name or word.

Open/close icon -- Half-diamond to the right of the node operator.

__ _ -- ..__--- -:_ ...... iiHllnJ t --_ -- :_ llllllll i _ -- ii .. _--- __ -- - i , , ill

-I_""°'"'en<__;__''0'<0''I
L_oot/'_,,,n,I-- 4e'"_,'<°"I

I

ngur; z.-a-Sam-pi¢tT_i_structure,
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I. Root/Parent

A. Child/Parent
a

1. Child/I_.,af
2, Child/Leaf
3. Child/Leaf

B. Child/Leaf

C, Child/Parent

I. Child/Parent
a. Child/Leaf
b. Child/Leaf
c. Child/Leaf

.__ _- i ii iii ii i i I Ji ili,i!ii .... _ ..... __. _- ii iii -_-- [[ I i i --_ li ,ii ill iii i ..... i _ i[i iiiUlli ___ lilliil --- Iii ___ -

Figure3, A sampleoutline.

6.3 Editing the Topic Tree or Outline

You will probablywant to edit your topic. Below are some of the most common editing
commands.The TOPIC®manualscontainadditionaldetails.

6,3.1 NametheTopic

Betweenthe left-mosttopichandleand the Use < Tab> to highlight the small edit
operator of the root there is a narrow box to the left of the operator in effect.
rectangle. Single-clickon this and type Type the name of your topic. It will
the name of your topic. It will appear appear that you are typing over other
that you are typingoverotherportionsof portions of the outline, but you aren't.
the tree, but you aren't. When you are When you are finished typing, press
finishedtyping,press <Enter> to refresh <Enter> to refreshthe outline. Any
the tree. Any node that displays the entry that displays the square brackets
narrowrectanglemay be named:o create may be named to create a topic; thus, a
a topic; thus, a topic may contain many topic maycontain manysubtopics.
subtopics.
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6.3.2 Move a Node

With your query in a tree formatyou may find itdesirableto rearrangepartsfor ease of reading
• or to modify the logic. To move a node, single-click on its handle, press andhold the left mouse button

anddrag the node to its new location. When you release the left mouse button, the tree will redrawitself
with the node and its children in the new location. This function is not available for character-based

. TOPIC®"

6.3.3 Expand/Contract a Node or Level

An intricate query will generate an intricate topic tree or outline. If you want to examine a
branch of a tree more closely without the clutter of the other branches or levels:

Single-click on the open/close icon for a Use the arrow keys to highlight the topic
node. The tree will appear to be to be expanded or contracted. Then select
truncated from that point on out to the leaf the Expand Topic or the Collapse Topic
nodes. To re-expand a contracted node, option from the View menu.
single-click again on the open/close icon.

6.3.4 Change an Operator

Position on the operator you want to Use the arrow keys to select the topic.
change and hold down the left mouse Use the tab key to highlight the operator
button. A list of valid operators will to be changed. Type in the new"operator.
appear. Position on the operator you want Press < Enter >.
and release the mouse button. Your topic
tree will be redrawn with the new operator
in place.

6.3.5 Change a Word

Position the mouse indicator on the word Use the arrow keys to select the word to
to change and single-click. Backspace to change, and highlight it with the tab key.
delete the old word and type the new Type in the new word. Press <Enter>.
word. When finished, press < Enter > to
redraw the tree with the new word.

6.3.6 Delete a Node or Level

" To deletea nodeand its children,
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Single-click on the topic handle of the Use the arrow keys to select the topic to
node. Move up to the menu bar and be deleted. Press <Ctrl/backslash> to
select Edit. Single-click on, the Delete move to the menu bar. Press <E> to
Topic option, activate the Edit menu, and then select

the Delete Topic option.
4

6.3.7 Add a Node or Level

To add a node, single-click on the parent To add a level to the outline, use the
node's handle icon. Move up to the menu arrow keys to select the topic to which to
bar and select Query. Single-click on the add the level. Press < Ctrl/backslash>
Add Operator option; a list of operators to move to the menu bar. Press < Q > to
will appear. Position on the operator you activate the Query menu. Select the Add
want and single-click. Enter a name for Operator option, and then select the
the node or the word for which TOPIC® operator to be assigned to the new level.
will search (see Name the Topic above). Enter the topic name for the new level as

explained in Section 6.3.1 above.
Another way of adding a node is as
follows. Single-click on the parent node's Another way of adding a node is as
handle icon. Move up to the menu bar follows. Use the arrow keys to select the
and select Query. Single-click on the topic to which to add the level. Press
either the Add Child or Add Sibling <Ctrl/backslash> to move to the menu
option. Type the word or simple query bar. Press < Q > to activate the Query
that you want for the node. Press menu. Select either the Add Child or
<Enter> to redraw the topic tree. Add Sibling option. Type the word or

simple query that you want for the node.
Press <Enter> to redraw the topic
outline.
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7. OPENING LINKS

There are two kinds of links. The first is document-to-document and is represented by a paget

icon in windows and a [D] in character-based mode. The chemical list is accessed using the document-to-
document link. The second is an image link and is represented by a sun and mountains icon in windows

. and a [1] in character-based mode. Material safety data sheets are viewed using the image link.

7.1. Opening Documents

Document to document links are available from product information to other information
wherever a document link is present. For windows-based interfaces, linked documents will display a page
icon. For character-based interfaces, linked documents will display a capital letter in square brackets.
In both instances the symbol or letter will be next to the document reference number (Section 5.3, page
9).

To open a document for viewing,

Double-click on the page icon. To close Press <Ctrl/backslash> to move to the
a document, single-click on File from the menu bar. Press <Q> to activate the
menu bar and select Exit. Query menu. Select Next Link until the

link for the document you want to view is
highlighted, then press < Enter >.

. To close a document, press < Esc >.

7.2. Viewing Images

Images cannot be viewed using the character-based interface.

NOTE: When viewing images, it is important to remember not to open too many images at a
time. Each image consumes substantial memory, which may quickly use all of a personal
computer's resources.

Images are available for product information, MSDS's, andother information whenever an image
icon is present. In product information documents, the MSDS and product identification numbers are
associated with a sun and mountains icon. Documents (e.g., chemical lists) which are linked to the
current one are associated with a page icon. Double-click on the icon of the image you wish to see.

NOTE: The image viewer is slow. It may take 2-3 minutes for some images to appear after the
hour glass disappears.

When the first page of the image comes up initially, it will be too small to read. There are
, several ways to enlarge it. The quickest way to enlarge the entire page is to single-click on the maximize

window button. This will enable you to read most of the page, but it does cause some distortion as the
image viewer is trying to fit something that is longer than it is wide onto a screen that is wider than it
is long.
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Another way to enlarge the image is to click the right mouse button while in the image window.
This will bring up the control window. Now single-click on the M,',xspect button. This will enlarge the
page as much as possible without changing the proportions. A majority of the screen will still be too
small to read and you will need to zoom in on a specific area.

To zoom in on a portion of a page, position the mouse indicator in the middle of the area you

wish to enlarge. Hold down the < Ctrl > key and press the left mouse button (if you have a two-button
mouse), or click the middle mouse button (if you have a three-button mouse). To zoom out, click the

right mouse button to bring up the control window and single-click on the Uncrop button, or single-click
on the maximize window button.

There are additional sizing options available from the control window (right mouse button), but
explanations of all of them are beyond the scope of this document. Feel free to experiment with them.

To close an image, double-click on the close window button.
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8. EXERCISES
i

Following are some exercises for you to try on your own. There are no "right" answers,
' although some solutions will result in more accurate searches than others. See Section 9 for our

solutions.

1. How many documents identify a product as a replacement for something?

2. Find a cleaning agent that will clean germs,

3. Find a cleaning agent to safely clean magnesium.

4, Find a cleaning agent that is effective against the virus that causes Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS),

5. Find a cleaning agent that removes hardwater deposits.

6, Find a cleaning agent that cleans blood from fabric.

7. Find a cleaner that will safely remove common dirt and grease from electrical
components in a high voltage area.

8. Find a substitute for methylene chloride (commonly used as a paint stripper).

9. Find a replacement for dry cleaning solvent that can be used in a confined space (i.e.,
it has a low vapor pressure or is not highly volatile).

I0. Find a biodegradablesolvent for thinning paints.

11. Find a replacement for freon refrigerants.
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9. SOLUTIONS
t

Followingareoursolutionsto theexercisesin Section8. Thesearenottheonlysolutions,no
r are theynecessarilythe bestsolutions. They are intendedonly to showyou how we solvedthe
problem.

,b

1, Flowmanydocumentsidentifya productasa replacementfor something?
substitut, replac, replacement, alternate

Note that the final "¢" Is not necessary because of the stem capability of TOPIC®, It is
not necessary to omit the final "e," either,

2. Find a cleaning agent that will kill germs.
germ, virus, bacteria, microbe, dlstqfect, germicide

3, Find an agent that safely cleans magnesium.
magnesium < sentence > safe

Rememberthat the order of the words is not importantwith the sentence operator. This
query will find both "safe on magnesium" and "cleans magnesiumsafely."

4. Find a cleaning agent that is effective againstthe virus that causes AIDS,
< case > AIDS, hie

5, Find a cleaning agent that removes hardwater deposits.
remove < sentence > hard water

6. Find an agent that cleans blood from fabric.
blood < sentence > fabric

7, Find a cleaner that will safely remove common dirt and grease from electrical
componentsin a high voltagearea.
(grease < AND > dirt) < AND > (electrl*, spark, (high < sentence > voltage))

Note that the parentheses enclosing grease < AND > dirt are not required for a correct
query; they can be omitted. However, the query is easier to read with grease and dirt
grouped together.

8. Find a substitute for methylene chloride (commonly used as a paint stripper).
methylene chlori*

9. Find a replacement tbr dry cleaning solvent that can be used in a confined space (i.e.,
it has a low vapor pressure or is not highly volatile).
low vapor pressure, coroqned,dry clean

10. Find a biodegradable solvent for thinning paints,
paint* < AND > thin* < AND > biodegra* < AND> clean

11. Find a replacementfor freon.
freon, trlchlor*, CFC, chlorofl*
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HazardousSolvent Substitution Data System
Data Correction/SuggestionForm

, $ubmitterinformation

NaJ'TIO .............. n, .... • ....................... _u .... ,........ _- - _u_ _...... ,_,,u,,,,,,

e

Address .-- _._.---__- ......,, -............._._ - _.........n,,,,,,..................o....-.....•.....,......
(includebldg., grid,andMS if INEL employee)

Telephone ............,,.........,,,, ,_......... ,_........ .....

Pleasedescribetheproblem.

Please describe your suggestion or solution to the problem.

e

o

e

: : .j : ii _ : ......... :--- • ,,,,!,._ _ _,._ . .... ,i,,L_ ,, __._....= : _..._-

Pleilee fold _nlipide, etelole,end re!u_ntO IddroN _rl rev_o0 Nil,

---- t ,it ili II IIHI



Nolan Stucki, MS 3950
EG&G Idaho, In(:.
P,O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415.3950
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Date:

Chemical Name

Chemical Company Address
Phone #

@

User's Name Phone #

User's Organization

Is Your Process In A RadiationArea? Yes
No

What Type Of MaterialDo You Clean?

Metal Type Plastics

Cther (Describe)

What is being cleaned From The Material?

Grease Grime

Oil Paint

Adhesives Stains

Other (Describe)

Describe The Cleaning Process. (Check All That Apply)

Spray Wipe With Cloth

Immersion Scrub With Brush

Other

How Did It Work?

Excellent

Good

Not So Good - Why?

Too Hard To Use

Didn't Like Odor

Didn't Get The Material Cle_n

Other (Describe)

Would You Feel ComfortableUsing This ProductFor this PurposeFrom Now On?

Yes No

Would This ProductWork For Other Cleaning Jobs You Have? Yes No

If So, What?
I

Send Informationto: Nolan D. Stucki
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
PO Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415
MS 3950
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Hazardous Solvent Substitution Data System
Access Questionnaire

Q

Name .......................................................................... INEL User ID

org'anlzation/C6'riapany ........... Mail "Stop ............................. Telephone

Please use Figure 4 (INEL users) or Figure 5 (non-IN'EL users) and the information below to
determine the option that will work best for you. If you are uncertain, contact the individual
who usually assists you or who manages your computer. If there is no one who normally
performs these services, contact Kevin Twitchell at (208) 526-6956.

For INEL users:

• All options require an INEL user ID (Form 1722).

• Options 1 and 2 require TCP/IP access on the INEL Ethemet LAN (sen) (Form 172I).

• Options 3 and 7 require an NCC user ID (Form 1700).

For non-INEL users, all options require an INEL user ID (Form 1722) and NCC/NSFnet user
ID (Form 1700).

HSSDS can be accessed by other platforms not specifically identified in Figures 5 and 6.
Requests for access from non-listed platforms will be handled on an individual basis. If your
platform is not listed, please call Kevin Twitchell at (208) 526-6956 for assistance.

What option will work best for you?

Where is your computer physically located?

When will you be ready (i.e,, have the required hardware and software for the option you
selected) to be connected to HSSDS?

4'
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PLATFORM ACCESS HARDWARE SOFTMARE OPTION# NOTES

PC t_ INEL LAN _-- minimum 80386 CPU X-windows software --> 1

OR f - minimum 4HB memory Windows" 3.1
Mac hard disk as needed for FTP PC/TCP_

required software OR
mouse HacX®
Ethernet card HacTCP_
color monitor

)
OR

i

! Mac equivalents
L

F

_hard disk as needed for _ FTP PC/TCP_ --> 2 Option will not display images.

/

required software rl OR
Ethernet card HacTCP_

Hodem _-_ hard disk as needed for _-_ character terminal --> 3 Option will be slow.

'l required software [! emulator Option will not display images.

Terminal hard disk as needed for _-_ character terminal --> 4 Option will not display images.
server on required software ]! emulatorINEL LAN

)
Character Terminal > 6 Option will not display images.

Terminal server on
INEL LAN

Modem I > 7 Option will not display images.
I

Figure 4. Hazardous Solvent Substitution Data System access for persons at the INEL.
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PLATFOlZJ4 ACCESS HARDWARE SOFTWARE OIrI'ION# NOTES

/

PC _- Internet -- minimum80386 CPU -- X-windowssoftware --> l

OR _ minimum 4MB memory Windows" 3.1
Mac hard disk as needed for FTP PC/TCP_

required software OR
mouse MacX®
Ethernet card MacTCP_
color monitor

OR
Mac equivalents

l hard disk as needed for _ FTP PC/TCP° OR --> 2 Option will not display images.required software 1 I MacTCP_
Ethernetcard or equivalents

Modem hard disk as needed for characterterminal --> 3 Option will be slow.
requiredsoftware . emulator

Optionwill not display images.

I X-Terminal _ Internet 1 > 5

Character
Terminal

_ Modem I > 7 Optionwill not display images.

Figure 5. Hazardous Solvent Substitution Data System access for persons NOT at the INEL.
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Windows Glossary
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Windows Glossary

Click and drab -- A method of moving something from one place to another. Position the mouse
indicatoron the item to be moved, Hold down the left mouse button. Move the mouse indicatorto the
new location, Release the mouse button, You can move iconsandchange windowdimensions using this
technique,

Close window button -- Thisbuttonis locatedat the top, left cornerof thewindowandhasa large
hyphenon it, If youare finishedusinga window,double-clickingon thisbuttonwill closethecurrent
windowand exit to the previouswindow. If you are currentlysitting at the first windowtn the
application,double-clickingon thisbuttonwill exit the application. If youclick once,a menuwill
appear. Seeyourwindowsmanualfor meaninss.

Double-click-- Positiontheindicatoron anitem(icon,menuitem,button)to open(oraccess)andpress
theleft mousebuttontwicein succession.Thetwoclicksmustberelativelyclosetogether,

Maximize window button-- Thisbuttonis locatedat thetop, rightcornerof thewindowandhasan
arrowheadpointingup. If yousingle-clickonthisbutton,thewindowwill bere,drawnto fill theentire
monitorscreen.

Menu bar -- This is the llno below or above the title bar, It lists the processin8 options available.
Single-click on a menu option to select it, Frequently, this will bring up a submenu to furtherdeflne
your request.

Minimize window button -- This button is locat_ at the top, rightcorner of the window, to the left of
the maximize window button and has an arrow head pointing down, If you single-click on this button,
the window will be made into an icon and moved to the bottom of the monitor screen. Whatever

processing was going on will continue, butnow you can start anotherprocess, Whenyou want to check
on the statusof the firstprocess,double-clickon itsicon. This is not recommendedfor new users.
Unlessyouare an experienceduser, pleaserun onlyoneprocessat a time andcloseeachwindow
beforeexiting, Runningseveralprocessessimultaneouslyrequiresa greatdual of memory. If that
memoryis notavailableyoumaygetunexpecte,d results(i.e., yourmachinemaylockup).

Hour glass-- This iconindicatesthattheapplicationis processingyourrequest.Pleasewait.

l-beam -- An l-beamwill be foundin anyportionof a windowwhereyouarepermittedto typedata.
It indicateswhereletterswill appearwhenyoubegintyping.

Icon -- This is a smallsymbol,usuallywith an associatedtitle, that representstheapplicationsand
optionsavailableto you (it'on a window)or theprocessesyou arecurrentlyrunning(if sittingat tM
bottomor"yourmonitorscreen).Useasingl_-clickto selectanoption,a double-clickto open(orre_)pen)
something.For example,single-clickon a menuitemto selectit; double-clickon a documenttitleor
process to open and view it,

Point and click -- This is a type of intert'acebetween a computeranda user. It allows the user to use
a mouse or a track ball to positionon the commandthe user wishes to execute ("point"). The user then
presses a button once or twice to notify the computer that it must do something ("click").

Single-click -- Position the indicatoron an item to select (icon, menu item, button) and press the left
mousebuttononce,
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Title bar - The firstlineof awindow, Typicallythetitlebarhasthenameof thewindowtn themiddle,
the closewindowbuttonon the left, andthe minimizeandmaximizewindowbuttonson thefight,

• Wlldcard -- A characterusedto representzeroor moreletterstn z word,
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" Pleue shareyourcommentsandsuggestionsto helput Improvethis referencemanual.
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I found the followlnil errors In _is manual:
Page Description
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Do youhavepreviousexperiencewithgraphicaluserinterfaces?

Do you havepreviousexperiencewith TOPIC®?

Did you attendany of the HSSDS trainingsessions?,

Name __- ..................................__,..................................-................-....._ - ,.......

Company ,_ _ ..............................-_ ................................- ........................
II

-'"""-"",_a¢Jress/uutldlnglocation ..............--...... ,, ....... -.................-_

0

Phone__ __ .........._ _ _....... Date .....-- ,..........................

Plouofold in third0,zaplo,_ mum toaddrauon mvormtide,



Nolan Stucki, MS 3950
EG&G Idaho, Inc.
P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3950
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